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1. Council Regulation determining the list of third countries whose nationals must be in possession of visas when crossing the external borders and those whose nationals are exempt from that requirement (LA)  
7015/01 VISA 36  
6337/01 VISA 16 COMIX 130  
+ COR 1 (fi)  
+ COR 2 (fr, it, el, fi, sv)  
+ COR 3 (fi)  
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 14.3.2001

2. Council Decision updating Part VI and Annexes 3, 6 and 13 of the Common Consular Instructions (LA)  
7009/01 VISA 34 FRONT 17  
+ COR 1 (fr)  
6986/01 VISA 32 FRONT 15 COMIX 201  
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 14.3.2001

3. Council Framework Decision on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings  
6335/01 COPEN 8  
+ COR 1 (nl)  
+ COR 2 (de)  
+ REV 1 (da, el, fi, it)  
+ REV 1 COR 1 (da)  
6674/01 COPEN 9  
approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 14.3.2001

1 (LA) = legislative act
4. Data Protection Reports:
   – Norway
      5703/01 EUROPOL 8
      14145/00 EUROPOL 41
   – Iceland
      5704/01 EUROPOL 9
      14146/00 EUROPOL 42
   – Poland
      5705/01 EUROPOL 10
      14147/00 EUROPOL 43
   – Hungary
      5706/01 EUROPOL 11
      14148/00 EUROPOL 44
      + COR 1 (fr)
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 14.2.2001

5. Council Decision adjusting the basic salaries and allowances applicable to
   Europol staff (LA) ¹
      6432/01 EUROPOL 17
      14085/00 EUROPOL 40
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.3.2001

6. Council Act amending the Staff Regulations applicable to Europol employees (LA) ¹
      6433/01 EUROPOL 18
      14084/1/00 EUROPOL 39 REV 1
      + COR 1
      + COR 2 (fr)
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.3.2001

7. Management report on the implementation of the C.SIS installation and operation budget for
   1999
      14699/00 SIS 107 COMIX 918
      10626/00 SIS 69 COMIX 580
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 11.1.2001

8. Council Decision concerning the conclusion of an Agreement between the European
   Community and the Republic of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway concerning the criteria
   and mechanisms for establishing the State responsible for examining a request for asylum
   lodged in a Member State or Iceland or Norway (LA) ¹
      6427/01 ASILE 20 N 11 ISL 11
      + ADD 1 REV 1
      5786/01 ASILE 11 N 5 ISL 5
      + COR 1 (fr,fi)
      + REV 1 (da)
      approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 21.2.2001
9. Draft Council conclusions on GHB
   5662/2/01 CORDROGUE 7 SAN 10 REV 2
   approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.3.2001

10. Draft Council conclusions on ketamine
    5661/2/01 CORDROGUE 6 SAN 9 REV 2
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 7.3.2001

11. Registration of colour codes on the registration certificates of motor vehicles: draft Council
c    conclusions
    13609/00 ENFOPOL 80
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.3.2001

12. Opinion 2000/1 of the Joint Supervisory Authority on examination of fulfilment of the
    preconditions for implementing the Schengen acquis in the Nordic countries – protection of
    personal data
    SCHAC 2505/01
    SCHAC 2543/00
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.3.2001

13. Public access to documents
    – confirmatory application by Mr Tony BUNYAN (1/01)
    6039/01 INF 18 API 13 JUR 44
    approved by Coreper, Part 2, on 1.3.2001